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Abstract: 
 

Flutter is an open-source mobile application development framework         
created by Google. It is used to develop applications for Android and iOS             
The flutter workshop was a 4 day workshop on the 24th, 25th, 26th and 27th               
of September 2019, conducted by ACM.  
 
Day 1: (Introduction to flutter and DART) 
 

Mr. Ajay Sharma Introduced the student about Hybrid apps and the           
importance and advantages of Hybrid apps over native apps. He also           
explained the Difference between react native and flutter, features of flutter,           
Android Studio and flutter application.Basics and Syntax of DART language          
were also explained in detail. He also explained that the notable feature of             
the Dart platform which is its support for "hot reload" where modifications to             
source files can be injected into a running application. How Flutter extends            
this with support for stateful hot reload, where in most cases changes to the              
source code can be reflected immediately in the running app without           
requiring a restart or any loss of state. This feature was implemented in             
Flutter which received widespread praise. 



                                                                                                 
 
 
Day 2: ( Creating application using Flutter) 
 

The session was all about creating widgets on the phone for the            
application. it started with creating a sample Hello World widget using Dart            
code. further the students were thought how to upload the code onto their             
phones using a usb cable and test the program. Utility skills such as             
making screens, changing the background color, modification of text such          
as writing text at any position of the screen with different fonts and font size               
was thought. the students were later given a task to create their own             
widgets. 

 
 
Day3: (Creating applications using Flutter Cont.) 
 

Details about Scaffold/app bar were explained. The speaker also         
taught how to give color to text and background. This session mainly            
focused on creating an app. The body and structure in general was            
explained.The features of the widget was also discussed in brief. the           
concept of Splash screen and app icon were also taken up for discussion.             
More detailed explanation was done regarding the widgets. 
 
 
Day4: ( APK release) 
 

Students had to implement all the concepts explained taught till date.           
Afterwhich, the concept of Leading icons(icon on the left side), Trailing           
icons(icon on the right side), Difference between stateless Widget and          
stateful Widget were also explained. Making of multiple class and How to            
take input from user using textfield were also taught. Radio buttons and its             
functionality, Check box were implemented as well. The process of using           
val to declare variables was also showed. The speaker also discussed           
more about buttons and the show dialog box on button press using            
onPress. And, the end when everyone had built their login app, he also             
showed how to release an apk file. 
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